The Specialist Nurse in The European Health environment

Among great colleagues and professional friends
To be or not to be FAQ

1. How is ESNO represented?
2. Why is there a European Association for Specialist Nursing?
3. Being in the Brussels arena: is this nursing?
4. Is there a future for Specialist Nurses in Brussels?
5. Do you need extra skills, qualification or degree to be in Brussels?
1-How is ESNO represented?

- By its members and allied professionals
- In Numbers, hard to say, but are there really Generic trained?
- 1.500.000 or this only one nurse?

“If you are not there, it’s unlikely the see you you

“If you do not speak. It’s unlikely they hear you

“If you do not participate, it’s unlikely they recognise you”
2 - Why is there a European Association for Specialist Nursing?

The three ESNO pillars

1) Meet, greet, inspire, exchange, seek alliances, share, support, build, teach …. The house hold of an association

2) Team up in cross border issues on Education, Training, Harmonisation, Accreditation towards recognition …. Professional quality time

3) Engage in Health Issues and in collaboration with health stakeholders, networks and colleague health professionals. …. Team up for quality in health like you would in a hospital
3 - Being in the Brussels arena: is this nursing?

- Most nurses in ESNO work in clinics, Education, leadership, management, research, imugency
- Bridging daily practice and policy in high level:
  - between hard evidence and dirty data
- High level is in search of real life health care input.
- Advocacy, Policy and Strategy, a part of the Nursing Curriculum
4 - Is there a future for Specialist Nurses in Brussels?

- For patients and organisations
- For the EU institutes and agencies
- For Health professional colleagues
- For your single speciality
- Engage with other specialities
- Safeguard your profession for the future
5 - Do you need extra skills, qualification or degree do be in Brussels?

- There has and never will be a moment they ask for your credentials
- Along the line you build credentials
- From Novice to expert
- Best place to be connected with all fields of health and level up:
  - Doctors and Medical specialists
  - Pharmacists, hospital and community
  - Industry ‘friend or fo’?
  - Health networks and platforme
  - Patient Organisations
  - EU institutes
Stay connected and Participate

Thank you for your attention